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Bending Leading Edges the Easy Way By Thomas M. Irwin PO Box 30666 Long Beach, CA 90853 Congratulations! With the completion of this article you should be able to bend any curved aluminum piece of airplane skin that should be bent. The best part though is that you should now be able to do it properly and accurately. In the first two articles (see March and April SPORT AVIATION), I covered making shallow bends and constant radius bends. In this article, I will describe how to make deep non-linear curves in sheet aluminum. These curves are found



mostly in "D" tube leading edge sections of wings having laminar flow wings, etc. If you exmine those airfoils which are nasty to make, you will frequently find a sharply radiused bottom and a gradually sloping upper part all very nonlinear. The normal methods for bending these parts were covered in my last article on constant radius bends. I also discussed why these methods will not work in this case. I will add one last comment on the usual forming methods to say that most of the processes normally used are coarse approximations. In the case of "D" tubes, usually one



bend is done and the metal then pulled in tight over a number of ribs. The ribs then are actually the main former used to shape the airfoil to the desired curves. Unfortunately, with this process, if you do not pull the skins in tight enough (usually with cinch straps or belts), the contour will not be correct and the skin won't fit properly. In order to maintain the torsional stiffness and maximum strength, the "D" tube skin must be fastened securely and as many ribs as practical used. The ribs can be made of PVC, Clark foam, wood or



Now that you have some of the reasons why I decided to go my route in construction, let us proceed to the How-To-Do-lt part. First, let me say that the cost of doing the bending by the Irwin Deep Slot and Tangent Bending



Process can be zero if you have some miscellaneous wood pieces and hinges around the house or shop. The sizes of the pieces used is not critical other than length, but the spacing and mandrel sizes used are quite critical and should



be adhered to once determined experimentally. My process for forming the wing leading edge utilizes either two or three techniques because it can usually not be done in a single step or by one single tool. The first step in the bending process is to pick the sharpest and deepest portion of the bend, which is usually the leading age. Next make this bend in the Irwin Deep Slot Bender and then continue the bend and non-linear curve in the Irwin Tangential Bender. If you really want to do the job properly, finish bending the lesser curves with the Irwin



Curve Roller Process described in the March issue of SPORT AVIATION. O. K., now that we have the Why and How hashed out, let us get on to the nitty gritty of the actual processes used to accomplish the work. The sharpest curve will be formed in the Irwin Deep Slot Bender which was basically described in the second article of the series. In that article, 4-foot long 190° constant radius bends were being produced. In this application, we will be bending only about 90° but the bend will be 10 feet long. The bend has to be uniform and continuous for laminar wing leading edge application. Since 10 foot long bends were to be made, the Deep Slot Bender was made 11 feet long. It was also made sturdy enough to take the 1600 pounds of force required to make the sharp nose radius on the Wortman 67K170 airfoil which I am using. Two straight (selected) pieces of wood 2" x 2" x 11' were glued and screwed to a 2" x 6" x 11' plank with a 2-1/8" spacing between them. Next the bender bar assembly was made by



aluminum. One possible problem which might be encountered is that under constant pressure from the aluminum and at elevated temperature, the foam will start to collapse and distort the airfoil from its desired shape. (After carefully comparing the PVC and the Clark foam, it would appear that the PVC foam rib is far superior to the Clark foam rib in resisting compression distortion both



cold and hot.) One last way of minimizing the rib contour problem is by using thicker, stiffer ribs. Unfortunately, as you increase the rib thickness, the weight starts to go up and performance down. 66 SEPTEMBER 1991



Irwin Deep Slot Bender front right 3/4 view with spacers installed in slot. The same piece has the angle produced by the narrowed slot. Note nice wide sturdy piece on top of bender bar to stomp on to provide energy for the bend.
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epoxying a 112" x 11' bar to the edge of a piece of 3/4" x 15" x 11' long piece of plywood. The 1/2" bar is fastened so that the edge of one side lines up with edge of one side of the 3/4" plywood. Care should be exercised to keep the epoxy off the leading edge of the bar or it will mark the aluminum skin while you are bending it. You may at this time grind a crude small taper on the plywood on the side opposite the flush side so that the excess wood will not get in the way of the bend. Since you probably won't find an 11 foot piece of 3/4" plywood, you will have to fabricate it by adding two pieces onto the ends of a standard 8-foot long piece to make the 11 -foot long piece (or whatever length desired). You can fasten these pieces in place by nailing and gluing a piece of 3/8" plywood on each side of the joint to support it. Pieces of 2" x 4" x 11' lumber are now nailed to each side of the 3/4" plywood at the top. These pieces keep the bar assembly straight during the bending operation and minimize warpage. They also provide a place to apply the approximately 1600 pounds of force necessary to accomplish the bend. Lastly, four pieces of approximately 2" x 2" wood are fastened to a wall or in this case a piece of 2" x 4" x 10' lumber which was fastened to two posts in my garage. Hinges



were used on each end of the four 2" x 2" pieces to allow the bending bar assembly to pivot at the top and wall mount. The double jointed action allows practical up and down motion with easy



adjustment for alignment purposes. Now came the hard part - how was I going to get the 1600 Ib. force to do the bending? I envisioned all kinds of Rube Goldberg hydraulic and screw jack assemblies to push against the garage roof and supply the force necessary. My estimation, however, was that the roof would give before the metal bent and I really don't need a new skylight in my garage. Mulling the problem over and remembering all my local friendly neighbors, I decided the simplest method was to use good old reliable manpower to do the job. After running a safety chain above the setup to hold onto, I dug up six friendly natives whom I invited over for a good old-fashioned aluminum stomp. The .025-2024T3 aluminum was centered in position on the slot bender. Next the bender bar assembly was carefully centered vertically over the exact center of the desired radius. Everyone was then invited to stand on the bar. To my surprise, absolutely nothing happened and we all stood there just looking down at the 10 foot long piece of unyielding metal. I was not dismayed too much as our total weight was less than the calculated force necessary to bend the metal. In order to increase our applied force, I announced we would next do a deep knee jump in place (one in which your feet do not leave the board) on the count of three. On the first attempt, we did not all get together on the count properly and again no results. We tried it once again and heard a resounding KER-CHUNK as the bender did its job.



The Irwin Tangential Bender with a number of the mandrels used and a sample to be bent straight from the Irwin Deep Slot Bender. Note another sample is in place ready



to be bent.
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To sharpen the bend a little, two pieces of 1/2" x 2" x 10' wood strips were taped one to each side of the slot. This narrowed the slot to 1-5/8" and the Irwin Stamp Bending Operation was repeated again. We now had a piece of aluminum bent 90° with the proper radius and straight as an arrow with no marks to mar the surface. Next we moved on to what I laugh-



ingly call the Irwin Tangential Bender. This machine is used to make the shallower non-linear bends in the "D" tube nose section. As usual, the initial proof of concept was done on a small 1' long contraption of two pieces of 2" x 6" fastened together with 3 hinges spacing the wood pieces 5/8" apart. The idea is to put the piece of aluminum with the shaped nose section into the bender,



The Irwin Tangential Bender in use. Note a lot of muscle is not needed in this operation. Observe angle indicator on top giving amount of bend. 68 SEPTEMBER 1991



place various sized rods in up tight against the leading edge and then pull the top down against this whole setup. The bend will occur at the point where the metal touches or is tangent to the rod or pipe used for the bending. This point at which the metal touches the bending pipe is called the point of tangency - hence why I call it the Irwin Tangential Bender. The setup is not designed to bend sharp curves and works well with very low pressure compared to the pressure necessary to bend the nose leading edge. I found that by moving the aluminum and bending tube 3" back from the hinge, the point of tangency changes and hence the resulting curve. Pieces of soft urethane foam about 1 -112 thick placed between the skin and the top hinged piece of the brake tended to round the bend a little. This little item prevents a sharp curve from forming where the aluminum skin touches the pipe or mandrel. It is important to make the bend in small steps in order to produce a nice gentle bend with no creases. I tried to make the bends in small steps no greater than 1/8" at the sharper nose sections but once the steps were above 1-1/2", they were made much larger. The step sizes were, of course, as seen in the pictures produced by using a variety of pipes, tubes, rods or what have you to form the bends. Wood, plastic or metal may be used for these mandrels as long as the size is right. You will be amazed what you can find with a little looking. A little experimenting on the usual 1" strips was used to determine the mandrel and progression size needed. If when I looked at the test piece I found a little more bend was needed in a certain area, I only had to measure what size pipe or rod was needed to provide tangential contact at that point. I then inserted this rod, pulled down the top of the brake and produced a bend in that area. I found that by moving the nose about 3" away from the front hinges the point of tangency changed. This trick allowed me to bend the metal in the setup at more than one point just by moving the piece in or out of the brake.



I discovered I did not need to move the piece back with tubing sizes of less than 2" but your requirements may be different depending on the final curve desired. One last possible variable was to choose carefully how far I closed the top of the brake each time in order to either make more or less of a bend. For the most part, this angle closing was again determined by trial and error with the test strips. It was found that the angle bent each time was fairly constant for the sizes of pipe or tubing I chose. Now that we have the experimenting done and the figures for the sizes of



tubing needed and the angles of closing, let us translate this into a machine to bend the long 10 foot pieces. Using hinges spaced 6" to 8" apart, two straight pieces of 2" x 6" x 10' wood were fastened together along the edges with a 58" space in between the boards. You are right - that is a lot of hinges! (If the hinges are sturdy, the distance may be increased somewhat.) For a base to stabilize this whole affair, an old piece of 3 4 " x 20" x 10' plywood was liberally nailed to the bottom 2" x 6" board of the bender. Four evenly spaced handles of 3/4" x 4" x 2-112' wood were screwed to the top 2" x 6" of the bending brake. An angle measuring device was next clamped to one of the center handles to tell how far the top of the brake was moved during the bending process. One final wood jigging piece of 3''4" x 15" x 10' plywood was made with a piece of 2" x 4" x 10' nailed to one end. This last jigging piece was used to hold the piece of aluminum being bent in place and hold the bending mandrels up tight in their proper positions while the bending was being done. The holding piece was held in place by four screws through the 2" x 4" anchoring it to the base, while doing the bending operation. Two people could easily do the bending on this setup even though the bends are 10 feet long and of .025 thick material. Now that we have the difficult parts bent, we can finish the small curves by working the pieces in the Irwin Roller Curver. Do not try to work the minor bends in the skins in more than 4" chordal segments. The aluminum springback makes the process more difficult as the segment width increases. This completes the series of three ar-



Tangential bender front 3 4 view test setup with sample and mandrel in normal position for bend.



tides describing the four machines used to make accurately any of the skins used on any wing (at least any of the ones I have looked at). Methods to produce sharp bends are covered in many books and articles, so I did not elaborate on them. Luckily, few bends on a wing are sharp so this presents no great problem. Your best bet for sharp bends is usually to look up your local city college or high school. These schools frequently have at least an 8foot bending brake available. If you can't talk the instructor into doing the sharp bend, you merely sign up for an evening sheet metal class and then do it yourself at a minimal cost. This method also provides plenty of help to handle the larger unwieldly pieces of metal. The lumber used in the machines described in the article was obtained totally from scrap lumber. The lumber had either been removed when people were



Irwin Deep Slot Bender front left 3 4 view showing bender bar details. Note spliced pieces and top anchor mounting. Note piece on top produced by larger slot before pacer shims are installed.



remodeling homes or from cutoff scrap pieces from new construction (especially the plywood). A little paint, plaster, concrete or some nail holes did not hurt the wood for our purposes one bit. As long as the pieces were relatively straight and long enough, they were considered grade choice usable. The hinges used on the wooden brake described do not have to be very strong and you may use several different sizes as long as you keep the hinge centerline the same when you mount them. Swap meets will usually provide a bunch of mildly rusted hinges at very low prices. (Let's face it - who else would want rusted hinges. A little oil does wonders when needed.) As a parting comment, all I can say is to be sure to try the bends first with the 1" strips and then with slightly larger pieces to make sure you have the right sized mandrels, etc., to do the job to your satisfaction. Do proceed slowly with the bending operation as haste can make waste of those expensive metal pieces. Work in small increments checking after each bend to make sure that you have not gone too far and that the piece is bending in the right place. Remember to measure twice for each bend desired. A mistake is easy to make and hard to correct. If you try using the methods described in the article, please read the material very carefully and follow the idea as outlined. The pictures should answer any questions not covered in the article. If you want to make variations, be sure to test them on the test setup before committing the actual pieces to be bent. Wing curves, especially at the leading edge, are critical for the airfoils to function properly. Remember that efficiency equates roughly to performance and if lost is not usable. Or to put it another way, "You can't use what you haven't SPORT AVIATION 69
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